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ABSTRACT
Coronal holes are regions on the Sun’s surface that map the foot-prints of open magnetic field lines. We have
developed an automated routine to detect and track boundaries of long-lived coronal holes using full-disk EUV
images obtained by SoHO:EIT, SDO:AIA, and STEREO:EUVI. We measure coronal hole areas and magnetic
flux in these holes, and compare the measurements with calculations by the PFSS model. It is shown that,
from 1996 through 2010, the total area of coronal holes measured with EIT images varies between 5% and
17% of the total solar surface area, and the total unsigned open flux varies between 2-5×1022 Mx. The solar
cycle dependence of these measurements are similar to the PFSS results, but the model yields larger hole areas
and greater open flux than observed by EIT. The AIA/EUVI measurements from 2010-2013 show coronal
hole area coverage of 5-10% of the total surface area, with significant contribution from low latitudes, which
is under-represented by EIT. AIA/EUVI have measured much enhanced open magnetic flux in the range of
2-4×1022 Mx, which is about twice the flux measured by EIT, and matches with the PFSS calculated open
flux, with discrepancies in the location and strength of coronal holes. A detailed comparison between the
three measurements (by EIT, AIA-EUVI, and PFSS) indicates that coronal holes in low latitudes contribute
significantly to the total open magnetic flux. These low-latitude coronal holes are not well measured with
either the He I 10830 line in previous studies, or EIT EUV images; neither are they well captured by the static
PFSS model. The enhanced observations from AIA/EUVI allow a more accurate measure of these low latitude
coronal holes, and their contribution to open magnetic flux.
Subject headings: Sun: corona, Sun: magnetic topology
1. INTRODUCTION
Coronal holes are observationally a region of diminished
emission in the extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and X-ray wave-
lengths, as compared to the quiet sun background level. The
earliest observations of coronal holes were made in EUV
wavelengths. Tousey et al. (1968) noted from spectroheli-
ograms obtained by rocket experiments that EUV emission
in polar regions seemed weaker than in surrounding regions.
More detailed spectroscopic observations were made possible
by instruments onboard Skylab, which yielded some of the
early measurements of the chromosphere, transition region,
and corona properties in coronal holes (Huber et al. 1974).
Coronal holes have since then been observed in many wave-
lengths from radio, near infrared (He I 10830 line), white-
light, to EUV and X-rays both on disk and from the limb, and
their properties have been extensively studied, including the
temperature, density, flow velocity, energy flux, lifetime, and
magnetic fields. Detailed reviews of the plasma and magnetic
properties of coronal holes have been given by Zirker (1977);
Harvey & Sheeley (1979); Cranmer (2009).
There has been long-standing interest in studying coronal
holes because of their association with large scale solar mag-
netic fields and solar winds. Coronal holes are considered
to map regions on the Sun’s surface where magnetic field
lines are open to the heliosphere (Wang 2009, and references
therein). Simply put, as coronal plasmas and energy flow out-
ward along open magnetic field lines, the coronal density in
these regions is decreased, resulting in diminished X-ray and
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EUV emission. Long-lived coronal holes that exist for days
or months are often found in high-latitude regions, such as
polar caps. Some of the long-lived coronal holes also ex-
tend into low-latitude regions. They are usually associated
with fast solar wind in a quasi-steady state, as originally pro-
posed by Parker (1958). In addition to long-lived holes, there
are regions of depleted EUV emission that evolve rapidly, ex-
panding and refilling in a matter of hours. These transient
coronal holes, or coronal dimmings, are most likely associ-
ated with a depletion of coronal material following a coronal
mass ejection (CME) which is magnetically anchored in these
regions (Rust 1983; Thompson et al. 2000; Yang et al. 2008;
Aschwanden et al. 2009).
Models have been developed to study the large scale mag-
netic fields on the Sun and to calculate the open magnetic flux
budget in the heliosphere. These models include extrapola-
tion models, such as the widely used Potential Field Source
Surface (PFSS) model (Schatten et al. 1969; Wang & Sheeley
1992), as well as more sophisticated MHD models (See
review by Mackay & Yeates 2012). All models use ob-
served photospheric magnetograms or some variation of them
(Schrijver & De Rosa 2003) as the boundary condition. These
models compute open magnetic field lines that extend to
the heliosphere, and calculate the total open flux to com-
pare with in-situ measurements of Interplanetary Magnetic
Field (IMF) by satellites such as Ulysses (Balogh et al. 1992;
Mackay & Yeates 2012).
To validate models, the foot-prints of model computed
open field lines on the Sun’s surface are sometimes com-
pared with observed coronal holes. It was shown that the
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global pattern of the open-field foot-points computed by ei-
ther MHD or PFSS models during one solar rotation in gen-
eral matches the long-lived coronal hole boundaries observed
in the chromosphere He I 10830 line or EUV/X-rays (Levine
1982; Wang et al. 1996; Neugebauer et al. 1998), in particu-
lar in polar caps. However, to our knowledge, systematic
measurement of magnetic flux directly from observed coro-
nal holes has been done rarely; Harvey & Recely (2002) pro-
vides one of the very few direct measurements of open flux
from polar holes detected in the He I 10830 line covering a
decade from 1990 to 2000. Furthermore, more than thirty
years ago, Harvey & Sheeley (1979) raised the question of
the relative contribution of magnetic open flux by coronal
holes of all kinds, including strong polar holes, weak low-
latitude holes, and possibly miniature coronal holes in young
active regions. Recently, it was shown that low-latitude long-
lived holes contribute significantly to the open flux during
the solar maximum (Neugebauer et al. 2002; Luhmann et al.
2002; Schrijver & De Rosa 2003), and it was also proposed
that contribution by some short-lived coronal holes associ-
ated with CMEs may not be negligible (Riley 2007). Note
that these studies applied PFSS or MHD models, as well as
inference from the in-situ IMF measurements, to reach these
conclusions. It is important to test these suggestions from ob-
servations of coronal holes and direct measurements of mag-
netic flux in the holes at different latitudes.
The Extreme-ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT;
Delaboudinie`re et al. 1995) onboard the Solar and He-
liospheric Observatory (SoHO) has been observing the
corona since 1995, and therefore provides a stable database
suitable for systematic tracking and characterization of EUV
coronal holes for the past one and and one-half solar cycle. In
2010, the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) was launched;
meanwhile, the Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory
(STEREO) A and B have reached vantage points that are
separated from SDO by nearly ±90 degrees. Therefore,
the EUV telescope Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA;
Lemen et al. 2012) onboard SDO in conjunction with the
Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (EUVI; Howard et al. 2008) on-
board STEREO A and B have been able to provide nearly full
coverage of the solar surface observed in EUV wavelengths.
These data can be employed to obtain continuous, consistent,
full solar surface observations of coronal hole boundaries for
the present solar cycle 24.
In this paper, we utilize these available databases to track
and characterize EUV coronal holes, and make a comparison
of magnetic flux directly measured from these holes with open
flux computed by the widely used PFSS model. The analy-
sis and model are performed for the past solar cycle (1996
- 2011) observed by EIT, as well as the two years when the
Sun has been observed by EIT, AIA, and EUVI. Because a
large amount of data over a long period are analyzed, we limit
the scope of the present study to a cadence of 12 hours for
AIA/EUVI observations and 24 hours for EIT observations;
therefore, the focus is on relatively long-lived coronal holes,
but not transient holes. In the following text, we will describe
the data and analysis method in Section 2. Section 3 will
present the results of coronal hole tracking and measurements
of magnetic flux from the holes in comparison with the PFSS
model. Discussions and conclusions are given in Section 4.
2. METHODOLOGY
To analyze coronal holes, we employ the EUV full-disk
images obtained by EIT from 1996 May to the end of
2010 and by AIA and EUVI since 2010 May. Photo-
spheric magnetic field measurements are obtained by Michel-
son Doppler Imager (Scherrer et al. 1995) onboard SoHO
from 1996 to 2010, and then by Helioseismic and Magnetic
Imager (Scherrer et al. 2012) since 2010 April. We develop an
automated procedure to detect coronal holes using these data,
and study some properties of coronal holes, including their
persistency, latitude distribution, and magnetic flux. These
properties are then compared with the PFSS model results.
2.1. Observations
Table 1 displays the availability of each dataset in use. As
mentioned previously, one of the benefits of using a combi-
nation of data sources from AIA and EUVI A/B is the ability
to have near full surface observations. For the example obser-
vation provided, 2010 June 29, the two STEREO spacecraft
have separated in their orbits to provide a nearly full surface
view. Several months later, full coverage was achieved by the
three spacecraft, and this complete coverage will continue for
several years to come. Figure 1 displays the coverage overlap
between the three instruments. Contours are marked at 0.95
R⊙ for the field of view of each instrument. AIA, EUVI:A,
and EUVI:B are centered at Carrington longitude 190, 265,
and 120 degrees, respectively.
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Fig. 1.— Available instrument coverage for 2010 June 29. Contours are
marked for each instrument field of view, truncated at 0.95 R⊙ for purposes of
illustration. The fields of view for AIA, EUVI:A, and EUVI:B are centered at
Carrington longitude values of 190, 265, and 120 degrees, respectively. Note
the enhanced polar viewing angles achieved with the EUVI instruments.
The brief overlap between the EIT and AIA-EUVI datasets
will serve as a crucial comparison between the two sources.
EUVI and EIT observations in 195Å measure emission pri-
marily from Fe XII. AIA observations in 193Å measure pri-
marily emission from Fe XII, but with additional emission
from Fe XXIV whose formation temperature is about 10 MK.
Since coronal holes are characterized by low-temperature
plasmas (Cranmer 2009), the difference in the wavelengths
between EIT and AIA-EUVI is unlikely to bias the coronal
hole detection. On the other hand, detection of the bound-
aries of coronal holes, especially relatively smaller holes, may
be affected by scattered light from adjacent bright features.
EIT images may be subject to a higher level of scattered light
(Shearer et al. 2012). The effect of the scattered light in differ-
ent instruments will manifest itself when we make the com-
parison of hole detection, and will be discussed later.
Accompanying the EUV observations by the above-
mentioned instruments, MDI and HMI provide the magnetic
field measurements. Processed charts of radial magnetic field
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TABLE 1
Data coverage for each instrument source
Start End
Source Observable Carrington Rotation Date Carrington Rotation Date
SoHO:EIT EUV 195Å 1909.96 1996 05 31 2105.27 2010 12 31
SDO:AIA EUV 193Å 2096.76 2010 05 13 2133.17 2013 01 30
STEREO:EUVI EUV 195Å 2096.76 2010 05 13 2133.17 2013 01 30
WSO Harmonic Coefficients Radial magnetic field 1893.00 1995 02 23 2113.00 2011 07 29
SoHO:MDI Synoptic Charts Radial magnetic field 1911.00 1996 06 28 2104.00 2010 11 26
SDO:HMI Synoptic Charts Radial magnetic field 2096.00 2010 04 22 2134.00 2013 02 21
strength are employed from both MDI and HMI observations.
MDI charts are corrected to account for missing polar field in-
formation due to inconvenient solar tilt angles throughout the
year. The details of this correction are discussed in Sun et al.
(2011). Considering the pass-off of data from MDI to HMI
in our studies of open magnetic flux, validating observations
between these two instruments is crucial. Effects such as in-
strument degradation and sensitivity are key. A more detailed
study of the inter-calibration between the two measurements
is available from the work of Liu et al. (2012).
2.2. Thresholding routine
Building on the work of Krista & Gallagher (2009), we’ve
developed an enhanced routine for automated coronal hole
detection, capable of working with multiple input sources of
data. The routine first identifies dark features in EUV images,
and then utilizing synoptic maps of calculated radial magnetic
field, this routine is able to distinguish between coronal holes
(dominated by one magnetic polarity) and filament channels
(mixed polarity).
Each EUV image is processed using standard SSWIDL
software routines for each particular instrument. The
AIA images are read into memory and processed using
read_sdo.pro and aia_prep.pro, respectively. The
EUVI:A/B images are read and processed using the
secchi_prep.pro routine. The EIT images are read and
processed using the eit_prep.pro routine. A mask is ap-
plied to each respective image to remove off-limb informa-
tion. Each of the processed and cropped EUV images is sub-
divided into eight sub-arrays for further analysis as described
below. Figure 2 illustrates this sub-array arrangement.
Gallagher et al. (1998) have shown that a histogram of
EUV intensity corresponds to the contribution from multi-
ple sources. More importantly, by thresholding an image in
the valley between contributing peaks in EUV intensity his-
tograms, features can be separated. Following this experience,
we use the EUV intensity histogram to define the threshold for
coronal holes. It was also suggested that this method works
better by partitioning a full-disk EUV image into a few sub-
frames (Krista & Gallagher 2009). Partitioning reduces the
overlap between features in an intensity histogram, as there
are simply fewer contributing sources, particularly the quiet
sun emission, in the narrow field of view. Consider a his-
togram of EUV intensity, measured in DN, as displayed in
Figure 3. The EUV intensity histograms of the full field of
view and the sub-array are displayed in the solid curve and
dashed curve, respectively. Each curve is normalized for com-
parison.
The histogram of the partial frame exhibits sharper peaks
than in the full histogram. The two peaks seen in the partial
field of view at 50 DN and 250 DN correspond to coronal
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Fig. 2.— Full-disk EUV data taken at 193Å by the AIA instrument aboard
SDO. The thresholding routine proceeds to partition this data into eight sub-
arrays, on each of which the code runs the thresholding calculation. Each
sub-array contains a differing mixture of bright and dark features. The solid
boxed sub-array marks the sub-array being considered in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3.— Histogram of the sub-array marked in Figure 2, calculated in terms
of data number for the recorded image. This figure displays a limited range of
the full extent of the data, and has been boxcar smoothed with a width of 10
DN for clarity of the underlying form of the data. The solid curve and dashed
curve refer to the full field of view, and the marked subarray, respectively.
The vertical line indicates the local minimum value that is appropriate as a
thresholding value in DN. Note that this local minimum is not always readily
detectable in the full field of view data.
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holes and quiet sun, respectively. The local minimum be-
tween the quiet sun peak and coronal hole peak defines the
threshold between these two features. By plotting the con-
tour at this threshold on the original EUV image, we find this
threshold rather reliably outlines the coronal hole boundary.
In contrast, the full field of view histogram displays a very
broad and slightly shifted peak, pushing against the lower-
intensity coronal hole peak, indicative of an over-dominant
contribution by the quiet sun emission. By partitioning the
image into sub-arrays, particularly in those sub-frames where
coronal holes are present, the quiet-sun contribution is mini-
mized. In addition, the shape of each sub-array is vertical in
nature to better capture contribution from both polar coronal
holes and quiet regions.
An EUV intensity histogram is calculated for each sub-
array, and numerical first and second derivatives are taken.
The quiet sun DN value is defined from the median of the on-
disk image. From our experiments, the coronal hole threshold
is close to half of the quiet sun DN value. The routine searches
for a local minimum closest to half of the quiet sun DN value
in each sub-array to define the threshold value. If a local min-
imum does not exist within 0.3-0.7 DNQS , the sub-array is
discarded. After each threshold value is computed a full field
of view thresholding value is computed from the mean of the
valid sub-array threshold values. This final threshold is then
applied to the full FOV image to find coronal hole boundaries.
This code was then tested with and used to gather results
from several instruments, AIA, EUVI-A and B, and EIT. De-
spite using multiple instruments with differing calibrations,
this modified routine has proven consistent with maintaining
relatively stable coronal hole thresholding values as well as
coronal hole boundaries over a long time period. Consider
Figure 4, which displays the thresholding value for EIT, AIA,
EUVI-A, and EUVI-B. The values are displayed as a ratio to
the quiet sun value, to avoid dimensionality. Quiet sun values
were determined through the median data number within each
frame. This ratio value stays relatively stable throughout the
dataset shown.
It is seen that the threshold relative to the quiet sun inten-
sity is markedly different for different instruments. The mean
threshold to quiet sun ratio is 0.53, 0.33, 0.32, and 1.18, for
AIA, EUVI A, EUVI B, and EIT, respectively. The difference
must be partly due to the different instrument calibration, sen-
sitivity, and scattered light level. It is noted that the threshold
for EIT is rather large, perhaps due to higher scattered light
levels; for EIT, this value also drifts up after 2003, maybe
due to detector degradation. There are high frequency fluc-
tuations in this ratio for each of the instruments, which may
reflect frame-to-frame changes. For this study focusing on
relatively long-lived coronal holes that persist for many days,
we consider the short-term fluctuations unimportant. These
fluctuations introduce subsequent fluctuations in the calcula-
tion of coronal hole area and magnetic fluxes, which will be
addressed later in the paper.
Figure 5 shows the coronal hole boundaries detected in the
EUV images obtained by different instruments, using this au-
tomated thresholding technique. The left panel displays a
synoptic EUV image gathered from EIT 195 Å, with con-
tours displaying the calculated coronal hole boundaries from
EIT data (white) and AIA data alone (red). The right panel
displays a synoptic EUV image gathered from AIA 193 Å,
with contours of coronal hole boundaries from AIA data alone
(red) and EUVI A/B data alone (white). The comparison of
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Fig. 4.— Ratio of the data number thresholding value to the quiet sun value
for each EIT in the upper panel, and AIA, EUVI A/B in the lower panel.
the two images as well as the two contours show evidently that
the superior contrast of AIA and EUVI images allow better
detection of coronal holes. The polar hole is captured in both
images, but the AIA/EUVI polar hole is larger than the EIT
hole. Smaller or weaker holes at lower latitudes are evidently
present and detected in the AIA/EUVI image, but hardly seen
in the EIT image. Therefore, AIA and EUVI measurements
are crucial to study coronal holes in middle-low latitudes. As
these holes may be located in stronger magnetic fields com-
pared with polar holes, they may contribute significantly to
the magnetic open flux. This will be further discussed in Sec-
tion 4 when open flux measurements are compared.
2.3. Coronal hole determination
The thresholding technique is able to identify dark fea-
tures in the EUV images, including both coronal holes and
filaments or filament channels. To automatically distinguish
coronal holes from filaments, we also incorporate magnetic
field information from synoptic charts of radial magnetic flux.
Coronal hole regions are most often clearly dominated by a
single magnetic polarity over their entire area (Wang 2009).
Filament channels are characterized by depleted intensity in
EUV wavelengths, similar to coronal holes. However, fila-
ment channels lie along a polarity inversion line, and thus lie
atop a region which will tend to be magnetically neutral as a
whole. Therefore, in addition to the criteria of EUV inten-
sity, a coronal hole candidate region must also tend towards
a dominating polarity. With the thresholding on each instru-
ment completed for a particular time frame, each array is con-
verted into a boolean array, with 0 indicating regions above
the threshold value for that instrument at that particular time.
A value of 1 in a pixel marks areas below the threshold value.
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Fig. 5.— Left: EUV synoptic image from EIT 195 Å, with contours of calculated coronal hole boundaries from EIT data in white and AIA data in red. Right:
EUV synoptic image from AIA 193 Å, with contours of calculated coronal hole boundaries from AIA data in red, and EUVI A/B data in white. The enhanced
contrast of the AIA instrument is immediately apparent for the calculation of coronal hole boundaries.
These individual arrays are then projected into a Carrington
equal area map, marked in longitude and sine latitude. Each
of the suspect regions are overlaid with a synoptic map of
radial magnetic field, as displayed in Figure 6. For each re-
gion in question composed of N pixels, there exist N values
of magnetic flux, defined as Φ. We can define the skew of the
magnetic flux as, denoting it as the variable γ,
γ =
1
N
N−1∑
j=0
(
Φ j − ¯Φ
σ
)3
(1)
Here ¯Φ denotes the mean flux value within a particular re-
gion and σ denotes the standard deviation of the flux values
within the region. The value of magnetic flux skew is cal-
culated for each suspected coronal hole region in this way.
Regions whose magnetic flux skew exceed 0.5 in magnitude
are labeled as coronal holes, the criteria for selection. This
value was chosen through a manual search of select regions,
finding this value to accurately distinguish between the two
phenomena.
Magnetic flux histograms are compared for the labeled
coronal hole and filament channel in Figure 7. The histogram
of magnetic flux in the filament channel shows a relative bal-
ance between positive and negative magnetic flux. The his-
togram for the magnetic flux in the coronal hole, however, is
noticeably skewed towards negative magnetic flux values.
Figure 8 displays a histogram of the magnetic flux skew
values for each of the suspected coronal hole regions. Vertical
dashed lines display the cutoff value of ±0.5. For EIT mea-
surements, the MDI synoptic charts of radial magnetic field
flux are used; and for AIA-EUVI measurements, the HMI
synoptic charts of radial magnetic field flux are used.
2.4. Persistence, area, and open flux of coronal holes
EUV images are analyzed with the above-mentioned tech-
nique to determine coronal hole boundaries. For a given
dataset, each individual image frame is characterized by a
discretized set of spatial and temporal coordinates, a set of
latitudes, longitudes, and time frames, {θ, φ, t}. This set is
discretized such that each is indexed by an integer value,
{θi, φ j, tk}. For each of these values, a byte value is assigned
that indicates the presence of a coronal hole, defined as a
scalar function, ψ(θi, φ j, tk). For a particular range of time,
a ‘persistence map’ can be defined as the overall persistence
of a coronal hole within a particular location. This map can
be defined as,
Ψ(θi, φ j) =
∑
k
ψ(θi, φ j, tk) (2)
Note that this persistency is not continuous in nature, but to-
taled over the entire period under consideration. Nevertheless,
the persistence map illustrates the overall distribution pattern
and persistence of coronal holes, which, as a global property,
can be compared for different instruments or models.
In considering the persistency array data, it is crucial to note
that though the view from each instrument overlaps, the per-
sistency data does not over-count pixels. After stitching the
view from each instrument together, the coronal hole map ar-
ray is flattened into a binary map, only noting the existence
of a coronal hole without regard to the number of instruments
that may have observed it. Coronal hole surface area is calcu-
lated by summing for each particular frame in the persistence
array for the instrument set under consideration,
ACH(tk) = R2⊙
∑
i, j
ψ(θi, φ j, tk) cos(θi) (3)
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Fig. 6.— HMI synoptic map of radial magnetic field for Carrington rotation 2098, with contours of initially suspected coronal hole regions. Each source of data,
AIA and EUVI A/B, were run through the thresholding routine, producing a DN threshold value for each source. Contours were produced of regions below this
thresholding value, and projected into a Carrington equal area projection.
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Fig. 7.— Example of the magnetic flux distribution within two suspected
coronal hole regions. The solid line displays a histogram of magnetic flux
for a positively identified coronal hole region. The magnetic flux within the
coronal hole boundary is slightly unbalanced, tending toward negative polar-
ity. The dashed curve is data from an identified filament channel, which is
more balanced in flux distribution. Note that the distributions vary outside of
the HMI noise level, ± 2.3 G.
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Fig. 8.— Histogram of the calculated magnetic flux skew values for the
particular time frame under consideration. Vertical dashed lines indicate the
magnetic flux skew cutoff value, 0.5. Regions whose calculated magnetic
flux skew are less than 0.5 in magnitude are identified as filament channels.
In addition to the spatial hole data, magnetic flux measure-
ments are available. Using the persistence information previ-
ously mentioned, the magnetic flux can be defined via,
ΦM(tk) = R2⊙
∑
i, j
ψ(θi, φ j, tk) cos(θi)Br(θi, φ j, tk) (4)
Here, these flux measurements are obtained using cali-
TABLE 2
Uncertainty in coronal hole / open field quantities
Dataset Region σACH [1020cm2] σΦM [1021 Mx]
EIT Full 13.7 12.4
NP 8.51 5.59
LL 8.62 9.30
SP 7.28 5.71
PFSS Full 13.8 7.10
NP 3.80 2.81
LL 13.8 7.51
SP 3.03 2.28
AIA/EUVI Full 9.02 5.38
NP 0.432 0.319
LL 7.79 3.95
SP 2.47 2.31
brated synoptic charts of radial magnetic field strength. For
coronal holes observed with EIT data from 1996 through
2011, the MDI synoptic charts are employed. We sum the
radial magnetic field in the coronal holes with a cutoff mag-
netic field strength at ± 5.0 G, which was determined to be
the noise level of the MDI synoptic charts (Liu et al. 2012).
For coronal holes measured with AIA-EUVI data from 2010
June to 2013 January, the HMI synoptic charts are used with
a cutoff field strength at ± 2.3 G, the noise level for the HMI
synoptic charts calculated by Liu et al. (2012).
Table 2 displays the standard deviation values for ACH (sur-
face area) and ΦM (magnetic flux), and in each latitude re-
gion under consideration for each instrument / calculation set.
Full, northern pole (NP), low-latitudes (LL), and southern
pole (SP) regions are defined from latitudes of -90:90, 65:90,
-65:65, and -90:-65 degrees, respectively. These values are
calculated from the time series of each quantity, and represent
the uncertainty in their calculation stemming from the varia-
tion in calculated thresholding value.
Whereas full surface map may help capture more coronal
holes, one limitation is the partial magnetic field availabil-
ity. The line of sight magnetic field measurements are only
taken onboard the SDO spacecraft, and are therefore only for
one vantage angle. The effects of possible changing magnetic
fields on the back-side will be examined in the ensuing study.
In this present study, we assume that for the course of one ro-
tation the relevant magnetic field does not drastically change
in the coronal hole interior regions, therefore a synoptic chart
approach may be taken.
In the following section, we will compare the area and open
flux of coronal holes and their latitude dependence using EIT
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and AIA-EUVI observations, as well as from the PFSS model.
3. PROPERTIES OF PERSISTENT CORONAL HOLES
3.1. EIT Observations
We have analyzed the entire EIT dataset in 195Å. This
dataset spans Carrington rotation 1920-2105, corresponding
to the time period from 1996 May 31 to 2010 December 31, as
referenced in Table 1. This dataset provides a unique opportu-
nity to consistently study coronal holes throughout the activity
variation along a solar cycle. The EIT data are analyzed at the
cadence of one image per day; coronal holes detected with
this cadence are rather long-lived features, or persistent coro-
nal holes. Our analysis shows that, as one would expect, the
majority of coronal hole persistence occurs near the polar re-
gions above 60 degrees in latitude. Over one solar cycle from
the solar minimum (1996 - 1997) to solar maximum (2000
- 2003), coronal holes gradually extend downward from the
polar cap to lower latitudes. These variations can be better
characterized by the evolution of the coronal hole area and
open flux at varying latitudes.
Figure 9 displays the coronal hole area, as well as the total
unsigned magnetic flux determined from these coronal hole
boundaries by summing the radial magnetic field measured
from the synoptic charts of MDI. To further distinguish con-
tributions to the open flux from different latitudes, we also
plot the areas and fluxes from the north polar holes (defined
for latitudes from 65 to 90 degrees), the middle-low latitude
region (defined from -65 to 65 degrees), and south polar holes
(from -90 to -65 degrees), respectively. These are compared
with the open flux and area computed using the PFSS model,
as will be described later in the text.
The top panel of the figure shows the total area and total
open magnetic flux, which are roughly correlated during the
solar cycle. The total surface area measured from EIT (red
dashed line) reaches more than 15% of the total solar surface
area during the minimum between 1996 and 1997, and then
rapidly decreases until 1999; after the solar maximum, the
coronal hole area increases again to about 10% in 2003, and
then gradually decreases to nearly 5% during the last extended
minimum between 2006 - 2010. Correspondingly, the total
open flux rapidly decreases from 5×1022 Mx (if we ignore the
few spikes) in mid-1996, to the minimum of 2×1022 Mx in
1999, and then increases to be around 5×1022 Mx in 2003;
the total open flux stays low at around 2×1022 Mx after 2006.
The total open flux measured from EIT coronal holes vary by
a factor of 2-3 from minimum to maximum.
The lower three panels show the latitude-dependence of the
open flux. It is evident that contributions from the polar holes
and middle-low latitudes vary in different ways during the so-
lar cycle. Significant polar holes in both the north and south
are captured in EIT observations during the minimum from
1996 - 1998, which then shrink until 1999, and then grow
again afterwards. During the last minimum, the total polar
hole area is relatively low covering less than 5% of the total
solar surface. The open flux from the polar holes is strictly
correlated with the hole area, reflecting the relatively smooth
magnetic field distribution in polar holes. The middle-low
latitude holes have the largest area coverage shortly after the
solar maximum; from 2000 to 2004, these holes cover an area
between 5-10% of total solar surface, and contribute to the to-
tal open flux more significantly because of the stronger mag-
netic field in these regions. During the solar minima, the total
hole area is rather low at 1-2% on average. Note that there are
larger holes in the middle-low latitudes during the past solar
minimum between 2006 - 2008 than the previous one between
1996 - 1998.
Measurements of polar hole area and open flux were also
conducted by Harvey & Recely (2002) using observations at
the chromospheric He I 10830 line from National Solar Ob-
servatory / Kitt Peak (NSO/KP). These measurements cover
the period from 1990 - 2000, partly overlapping with the EIT
measurements in the present study. Comparing these two
measurements during 1996 - 2000, it is seen that the annual
variations in the two measurements are quite consistent for
both the north polar holes and south polar holes. Both mea-
surements show that the north polar holes cover up to 8%
surface area and south polar holes cover up to 7% surface
area between 1996 and 1997, followed by a decrease in area.
Both measurements show, in both polar holes, a local mini-
mum around 1997, a peak in middle 1997, another minimum
around 1998, and then a peak afterwards. From 1998 to 2000,
the north polar hole diminishes faster than the south polar
hole, as shown in both observations. In terms of the open flux,
Harvey & Recely (2002) used NSO/KP magnetograms, with
MDI magnetograms used in the present study. Both measure-
ments yield the maximum open flux of 3×1022 Mx in either
north or south polar holes between 1996 and 1998, which de-
creases in the same fashion as the area decreases. Therefore,
the comparison between these two independent studies during
this overlapping time period shows very good consistency in
measuring polar holes using two different kinds of observa-
tions.
3.2. AIA-EUVI Observations
The EIT instrument onboard SoHO is limited to the view
from the Earth-Sun line; furthermore, we have shown that
EIT observations underestimate the area of low-latitude coro-
nal holes, which we attribute to a higher level of instrument
scattered light. AIA and EUVI provide a comparable dataset
to that used on EIT, with higher sensitivity to coronal holes
outside the polar caps, and with the added bonus of multiple
viewpoints. AIA-EUVI data are obtained from Carrington ro-
tations 2096-2133. This spans the time period from 2010 May
to 2013 January, as referenced in Table 1. We analyze these
data sampled at 12 hour cadence to capture persistent coronal
holes.
From these data, we measure the coronal hole area and open
flux, displayed by dashed and solid blue lines, respectively, in
Figure 9. The top panel shows the total surface area and total
unsigned flux. Coronal holes cover the total solar surface by
5-10% from 2010 - 2013, and the total flux in these holes
is measured to range from 2×1022 Mx in late 2010 and late
2012 to 4×1022 Mx around 2012. The total flux is entirely
correlated with the hole area, and varies by a factor of 2.
The latitude dependence of the open flux is examined in
the following panels, showing that the north polar holes are
present only for a short period during mid-2010, having di-
minished since then. The south polar holes persist for two
more years and diminish in late 2012. These holes contribute
to up to 1.7×1022 Mx open magnetic flux. Coronal holes in
the middle-low latitudes contribute significantly, and account
for twice as much open flux as from the south polar holes.
After mid-2012, middle-low latitude holes over-dominate.
It is noted that, during the period of the second half of
2010 when both EIT and AIA-EUVI observations are ana-
lyzed, the hole area measured from AIA-EUVI observations
is significantly greater than that measured in EIT observa-
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tions. The figure suggests that, in both the south polar regions
and middle-low latitude regions, AIA-EUVI sees larger holes
than EIT, while in the north polar region, EIT holes cover a
larger area than AIA-EUVI during the brief period of mid-
2010. These differences lead to an overall greater open flux
measured with AIA-EUVI observations during the overlap-
ping period. We note that the open flux in EIT holes is mea-
sured using synoptic MDI magnetograms, and the open flux
in the AIA-EUVI holes is measured using synoptic HMI mag-
netograms. Nevertheless, using different magnetograms does
not change the total flux measured in the holes; the difference
in the flux measurements is solely produced by the difference
in the hole area measurements. These discrepancies will be
further discussed in the next section, and also with respect to
their comparison with model results.
3.3. PFSS Model Comparison
The widely used potential field source surface (PFSS)
model, following the work of Wang & Sheeley (1992), is em-
ployed for this study to reconstruct the global coronal mag-
netic field. The PFSS model is an extrapolation method that
assumes a potential field below a nominal source surface set
at 2.5 solar radii (Schatten et al. 1969; Hoeksema 1984), with
field lines above 2.5 solar radii being open. The model uses
monthly synoptic charts composed from photospheric mag-
netograms as the boundary condition to compute the potential
field. This implies an underlying assumption that the large-
scale magnetic field is static over one rotation. These assump-
tions ignore evolution of the photospheric magnetic field and
the possibility that the solar corona is not entirely current free.
To circumvent some of these problems, Schrijver & De Rosa
(2003) used a few techniques to improve the boundary con-
dition; they used a flux dispersal model to evolve the photo-
spheric magnetic field, applied a data assimilation technique
to update the synoptic chart by inserting newly emerging ac-
tive regions on the disk, and inferred active region locations
on the back side of the Sun with helioseismology approaches.
Variations of the PFSS reconstruction methods and numer-
ous MHD models have also been developed with their results
compared against one another. These models are reviewed
by Mackay & Yeates (2012). In this study, we focus on a
first-order comparison of global patterns of persistent coronal
holes, so the standard PFSS reconstruction is adopted despite
various issues related to this model. In addition, the PFSS
model has been widely used to calculate open magnetic flux,
which is then compared with various other measurements or
calculations by other models. Therefore, PFSS results can
provide a baseline reference to compare our measurements to
various other studies.
We compute the spherical harmonic coefficients from the
longitudinal magnetograms obtained by Wilcox Solar Obser-
vatory to 29 orders, and use them to reconstruct the mag-
netic field at the solar surface as the boundary condition. For
potential magnetic field, a magnetic scalar potential is de-
fined which satisfies ∇2ΦM = 0. And the potential mag-
netic field below the source surface 2.5R⊙ is then calculated
as, B = −∇ΦM.
A field-line tracking routine is then used to map the foot-
prints of open field lines to the solar surface, namely the
model computed coronal holes. Open field area and magnetic
flux values are calculated at the photosphere in a manner sim-
ilar to EIT and AIA/EUVI coronal hole observations, using
the open field regions as a mask in this situation. The model
computed coronal hole area and open flux are then compared
with observations, as presented in Figure 9. In the figure, the
model computed coronal hole area and open flux are plotted
in dashed and solid black lines, respectively.
First, comparing EIT observations with the PFSS results, it
is seen that the solar cycle variation of the total open flux is
present in both measurements, but the total hole area and open
flux from EIT measurements are consistently smaller than de-
rived from the PFSS model throughout the solar cycle. The
EIT flux is closest to the PFSS flux during the last solar min-
imum until 1998, with ΦEIT ≈ 0.8ΦPFS S . During the solar
maximum, the EIT measured flux is only about 60-70% of
the PFSS flux. The EIT flux temporarily matches the PFSS
flux between 2005 and 2006, and then drops to about 50% of
the PFSS flux since then. It also appears that, from 2005 to
2011, the total hole area measured using the PFSS model is
significantly higher than measured in EIT data, when the cor-
relation between hole area and total flux is not preserved in
the PFSS measurements during this period.
A more detailed comparison of latitude-dependence shows
that the model and observation are relatively consistent in
measurements of polar holes. There is very good agreement
between modeled and observed hole area as well as open flux
in both the north and south polar caps during the previous
solar minimum (1997 - 2001); during the maximum (2001 -
2005), the PFSS model and observation agree with each other
for north polar holes, but do not compare very well in south
polar holes. From 2005 - 2011, which covers an extended
solar minimum, the model and observational measurements
in both polar holes show the same temporal variations in the
open flux, which roughly exhibit a one-year period caused by
the solar P-angle variations, yet fluctuations in the EIT obser-
vation have greater amplitudes. During this period, the PFSS
computed open surface area is significantly larger even in po-
lar holes.
There is marked disagreement in middle-low latitude holes
between model and EIT observations. During the solar max-
imum, the model computed hole area and open flux are sys-
tematically larger than EIT measurements by nearly a factor
of two. During the minima, the PFSS model appears to pro-
duce significantly more coronal hole area than observed by
EIT, even though the calculated open flux is not as much due
to weak magnetic field during the solar minima. It is likely
that the PFSS model uses a very coarse resolution, which may
artificially amplify open field regions. Other studies have in-
dicated that PFSS tends to over-estimate the steady-state open
flux (Lepri et al. 2008).
Some insight can be gained by also comparing with the
AIA-EUVI measurements plotted in blue lines in Figure 9.
For one and one-half years from 2010 June to 2012 January,
the AIA-EUVI measured total open flux appears to match
the PFSS open flux in both the evolution trend and absolute
amount. Looking into details, in the middle-low latitudes, al-
though the AIA-EUVI open flux more closely matches with
the model flux than EIT does, it is still smaller than the model
flux, and the PFSS hole area is still much larger than observed.
As a short summary, these plots show that the PFSS model
tends to produce larger hole areas during most of the solar
cycle, as compared with EIT and/or AIA-EUVI observations.
The model also produces more open flux primarily in middle-
low latitudes than exhibited in both observations. To under-
stand these discrepancies, Figure 10 shows, as an example,
the comparison of coronal hole boundaries in three different
measurements during CR 2098 in 2010 June.
Seen in this comparison, all three measurements yield com-
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Fig. 10.— Coronal hole and open magnetic field boundaries for Carrington rotation 2098. The upper panel displays the observed coronal hole boundaries from
EIT. The middle panel displays the observed coronal hole boundaries from AIA/EUVI in black, with a contour of AIA observations alone in red. The lower panel
displays the open magnetic field boundaries from our PFSS calculation.
parable hole boundaries in polar regions defined at greater
than 65 degrees, excusing poor south polar coverage from
EIT. It is evident that large discrepancies are present at
middle-low latitudes. Compared with AIA-EUVI, EIT clearly
cannot detect coronal holes to the same degree in this re-
gion, which explains the overall flux deficiency measured in
EIT holes, particularly during the solar maximum, when low-
latitude holes contribute more significantly. The compari-
son between PFSS holes and AIA-EUVI holes also shows
that PFSS tends to over-estimate the areas of holes in the
middle latitude region, which appear to extend from polar
holes - these were called polar hole lobes by Harvey & Recely
(2002). This is most evident at 130 degrees longitude in the
southern pole and 210 degrees longitude in the northern pole.
On the other hand, a series of smaller coronal holes at low-
latitudes detected in AIA-EUVI images are missed by PFSS
for this rotation. These discrepancies in middle and low lat-
itude regions between PFSS and AIA-EUVI explain why the
two measurements seem to yield a comparable amount of to-
tal open flux yet PFSS measures much larger hole areas than
AIA-EUVI.
For a more complete comparison beyond one rotation, Fig-
ure 11 displays the observed and computed persistence maps
for Carrington rotations 2096-2131, from 2010 May to 2013
January. The reconstructed open field map matches with ob-
servations only in very general global patterns. Both the
reconstruction and observations show that coronal holes in
the southern pole are the most persistent feature throughout
this period. Discrepancies are present concerning the relative
hole coverage at different latitudes. These persistency maps
will aide studies that track the spatial and temporal evolution
of coronal holes (Timothy et al. 1975; Miralles et al. 2001;
McComas et al. 2002). However, the detailed study of evolu-
tion of coronal holes is beyond the scope of the present paper,
and will be conducted in the near future.
To further quantify the comparison, the persistence map
is compressed along longitudes to yield a profile for coronal
hole persistency as a function of latitude,
λ(θi) =
∑
j
Ψ(θi, φ j) (5)
Figure 12 illustrates this projection, reflecting the latitude
dependence of the coronal hole coverage obtained by the two
methods. Again, the plot shows similar global patterns with
discrepancy in the relative hole distribution along the lower-
latitudes. For the analyzed period, the PFSS reconstruction
appears to have slightly over-estimated the northern polar hole
area and the extension to middle latitudes. Caution should be
taken, though, that the persistency in units of days in these
maps is not directly proportional to the measured open flux,
since the hole open flux are measured once per rotation for the
potential field model.
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Fig. 12.— Coronal hole persistence map projected as a function of latitude.
The two profiles are in units of days pixel−1 . The PFSS model calculates a
further extension of open field persistence from the poles as compared with
our AIA/EUVI observations. The persistence value at low latitudes agrees in
value, but with variations in distribution visible in Figure 11.
3.4. Reversal of Magnetic Open Flux
Apart from the total unsigned flux from coronal holes, the
total signed magnetic flux is also measured in coronal holes at
different latitudes, namely the polar holes and middle-low lat-
itude holes, as defined previously. Figure 13 displays signed
magnetic flux in coronal holes measured from 1996 to 2013,
first by EIT, and then by AIA-EUVI as well. Note that no cor-
rection has been made here for relative spacecraft B-angle, as
is most apparent from the variation in polar data availability
from the EIT dataset. Without making assumptions as to polar
magnetic field data or coronal hole coverage, the overall trend
is still visible.
Here, the temporal evolution of the flux reversal is evident.
Whereas from 1996 until 2000 the northern pole is dominated
by positive flux, and the southern pole dominated by nega-
tive flux, this trend reverses after 2000. Moreover, the overall
magnitude of the signed flux indicates that the relative dom-
inance of the respective polarities is much weaker after this
reversal. Observations from AIA-EUVI maps have been dis-
played in dashed style. These values match well during the
overlap with EIT.
During the period observed by AIA/EUVI, the southern
pole is dominated by strong positive flux, the northern pole is
weakly dominated by negative flux, and the low latitudes are
more mixed, with a slight tendency towards negative fluxes.
Here, the time evolution is more evident, as the low latitude
regions are mostly negative for the first nine months of obser-
vation, where they transition to positive dominance. This then
reverses back and forth a few times.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, an automated method was devised and ap-
plied to detecting coronal hole boundaries using full-disk
EUV imaging observations from a combination of instru-
ments. SoHO:EIT, SDO:AIA, and STEREO:EUVI A/B data
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were considered over the respective instrument lifetimes.
SoHO:EIT data was collected from 1996 through 2011, cover-
ing one and one-half solar cycles. The combined observations
from SDO:AIA and STEREO:EUVI A/B provide nearly full-
surface coverage, but over a shorter timespan from 2010 May
to 2013 January. This combination of data provides a unique
opportunity for continuous tracking of long-lived or persistent
coronal holes. Aided with observations of photospheric mag-
netic field acquired by MDI and HMI, the magnetic flux is
measured within defined coronal hole boundaries. Assuming
that the magnetic flux within coronal hole boundaries largely
represents magnetic open flux, we compare these results with
a potential field source surface model.
The area, magnetic flux, and their latitude dependence of
coronal holes are measured using EIT images from 1996
through 2011. The measured total area of coronal holes
varies between 15% and less than 5% of total solar surface
area, and the total unsigned open flux varies from 5×1022
Mx (1996-1997), to 2×1022 Mx (2000), back to 5×1022 Mx
(2003), and then 2×1022 Mx since 2006. There is a good
agreement between these results and the previous study by
Harvey & Recely (2002) of polar holes using He I 10830 data
during the period 1996 through 2000, when both data are an-
alyzed. The two studies yield comparable measurements of
polar hole area, open flux, and their annual variations. When
compared with the PFSS model, it is shown that the model and
EIT measurements exhibit similar global patterns of coronal
hole coverage particularly in high-latitude (> 65 degrees) po-
lar regions, as well as similar solar cycle dependence of open
flux consistent with model results by Wang (2009) and IMF
measurements by Yeates et al. (2010). However, the model
yields larger area and more open flux than observed, partic-
ularly in lower latitude areas and during the solar maximum.
There is also a large discrepancy in both area and flux dur-
ing the extended past solar minimum from 2006 - 2011, even
though the two measurements show the same evolution trend
in general.
Measurements are made with AIA-EUVI observations from
2010 May through 2013 January, and compared with EIT ob-
servations as well as the PFSS model results. It is found
that the better quality of EUV images by AIA-EUVI allows
a more accurate detection of coronal holes in middle-low
latitudes that are often under-represented or even missed by
EIT. As a result, during 2010 - 2013, AIA-EUVI measures
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larger total hole area to be between 5-10% of the total sur-
face area, with dominant contribution from middle-low lati-
tudes; it also measures significantly enhanced total open flux
in the range of 2-4×1022 Mx, which is about twice the flux
measured by EIT, and matches with the PFSS calculated open
flux. Nevertheless, there is a large discrepancy between AIA-
EUVI measurements and PFSS results in terms of the latitude-
dependence of coronal holes and open flux. PFSS appears
to over-estimate the areas of coronal holes in the middle-
latitudes that are extended from the polar holes, yet does not
recover adequately holes in the lower latitudes as seen by
AIA-EUVI.
To summarize, this comparative study of three different
measurements (EIT, AIA-EUVI, and PFSS) of persistent
coronal holes and open magnetic flux suggests that coronal
holes in low-latitudes are important to contribute to total open
flux. On the other hand, these holes are not well measured
with either the chromosphere He I 10830 line in the past or
EIT EUV images shown in the present study. Neither does
the static PFSS model adequately produce lower latitude holes
observed by AIA-EUVI, even though the measured and com-
puted total open flux happen to match.
It has been discussed in the past that there is ambigu-
ity in determining weaker or smaller coronal holes in the
lower latitudes with the He I 10830 observations (Levine
1982), and that coronal (SXR and EUV) and chromosphere
(He I 10830) observations of these low-latitude holes often
do not agree (Kahler et al. 1983; Schrijver & De Rosa 2003;
Malanushenko & Jones 2005). This discrepancy may result
from an expansion of coronal holes with height. This study
demonstrates that the AIA-EUVI EUV imagers are capable
of uncovering many low-latitude holes compared with the EIT
instrument. It should be noted that, given the analysis cadence
of 24 hours for EIT and 12 hours for AIA/EUVI, most of these
holes are long-lived persistent holes, as evidenced by the fact
that the hole boundaries found in AIA images are very similar
to those defined in STEREO-EUVI images.
From the point of view of models, Lepri et al. (2008) per-
formed an MHD simulation of the steady-state magnetic field,
and argued that PFSS reconstruction may have included ac-
tive region contributions, and over-estimated the total steady-
state open flux. Our observations comparing the latitude-
dependence of open flux suggests that, whereas EIT measure-
ments underestimate the low-latitude contribution, the PFSS
may over-estimate this contribution by reproducing overall
larger open areas than observed with AIA-EUVI. It was also
put forward that the reconstructed total IMF, which is usu-
ally very large and comparable with the PFSS calculated flux,
is due to the contribution of CME related open fluxes (Riley
2007; Antiochos et al. 2012). These events tend to be short-
lived and occur near active regions in low-latitudes. To ap-
propriately capture their contribution, it will be important to
analyze the AIA-EUVI full surface observations at higher ca-
dence. Even though the full-surface EUV observations are
still limited by the one-side view of the magnetic field, track-
ing coronal hole evolution and detecting short-lived holes on
the backside will provide indirect constraint to models that
are used to calculate the open flux. For example, as suggested
by Mackay & Yeates (2012) in addition to other techniques to
evolve the photospheric magnetic field (Schrijver & De Rosa
2003), the boundary condition may be further controlled, or
model assumptions varied, in advanced MHD models to re-
produce observed coronal hole properties on the full surface.
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